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 1.  Updated planning calendar for the 2018-19 season is attached. 

 

 2.  Posting meets and meet schedules should be the Admin and NJ Office 

responsibility.  It is taking too long to get meets up on the website and changes to 

be made; we need to take out the middle man.  I would like to start utilizing the 

meet calendar function in Team Unify starting in the fall.  Most teams use Team 

Unify and know what to look for using the events tab. using the meet event tab will 

provide unlimited space for information that might need to be posted for the meet.  

Right now we have to squeeze everything into the small spread sheet that is our 

current meet page.  We also need to have an archives tab.  Having the previous 

season up on the front page is not necessary.   

 

 3.  Need to start enforcing the NJ policy on accepting and sanctioning meets 

with reasonable time.  I have received a meet for sanctioning for July 21-22, need 

to discuss whether we sanction it? 

  NJ Policy on Sanctioning process for; Non NJS Championship 

Meets: Send a copy of the Meet Information, the HYV file for the meet, the 

completed NJ Swimming Application for Sanction and the appropriate NJS 

Sanction Fee to the New Jersey Swimming Administrative Chair at least sixty days 

prior to the first day of the meet. The New Jersey Swimming Administrative Chair 

will check for correctness, make corrections, assign a Sanction Number and then 

return the meet information. 
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 4.  Chris Rattray, who runs TV/SwimCast at BAC, Has reached out about 

streaming opportunities within the NJ Swimming LSC, specifically for 

Championship meets.  He was thinking that if we can figure out a plan by which 

we can stream some of the Championship meets in Summer and going forward into 

the next Fall/Winter season.  Obviously streaming the Region A Silver/Bronze and 

the Summer Champs that BAC is hosting is a no-brainer, but he was thinking more 

along the lines of NJ JOs at Rutgers.  What support can he get from the LSC in 

streaming these meets, whether it be a contract directly with the LSC, which he  

thinks may work best for the Championship meets, or general support from the 

LSC as teams look to obtain this service? Possibly adding it to the stipend 

program?  I have a handout with his Pricing Plan.   

 

 5.  2018 Silver Bronze Meet Update: 

Region A at BAC was too big so we Moved MYM to Rutgers which caused 

Region B to expand to much so we asked TAC, BDTW and OCY to move to 

Princeton Region C and they agreed.  BeSmartt is working on revised warm-up 

information which should be out later today July, 10
th
.  Looks like everything 

should workout. 


